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The Crossing
The author describes his experiences and the people
he met bicycling across the United States from
Washington state to Maine

Crossing the Tiber
Alan Donovan was a co-founder of African Heritage,
the continent's first pan-African gallery, which
became a pioneering craft retail and wholesale
operation in Nairobi. He later constructed The African
Heritage House, inspired by the mud architecture he
discovered while traveling across the continent and
was the driving force behind numerous music, dance,
costume, and food festivals and exhibitions that
traveled the world for over three decades. Through
his work, he discovered and revealed to the world
Africa's rich cultural legacy and beauty. In all, he has
made an unprecedented contribution to the
promotion of arts and culture in Africa and throughout
the world. This work reflects all this and more. It is a
panoramic documentary and history of so much that
has been achieved; it is the author's own story of
forty years in Africa, in which, in his own words, he
"searched for the continent's beauty and creativity,
passing through the glorious sunrises and magnificent
sunsets that encompass the splendor and calamity of
each new day and found an ageless and vibrant inner
beauty." The narrative is chronological, presenting
the developments of African Heritage from its
beginnings, with its many facets and global influence,
to its final days, and its failures resulting in part from
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the devastating impact of recent global events,
terrorism and the war thereon on culture and tourism
in Kenya.

My Family, My Journey
Today he is known as Dr. Q, an internationally
renowned neurosurgeon and neuroscientist who leads
cutting-edge research to cure brain cancer. But not
too long ago, he was Freddy, a nineteen-year-old
undocumented migrant worker toiling in the tomato
fields of central California. In this gripping memoir,
Alfredo Quiñones-Hinojosa tells his amazing life
story—from his impoverished childhood in the tiny
village of Palaco, Mexico, to his harrowing border
crossing and his transformation from illegal immigrant
to American citizen and gifted student at the
University of California at Berkeley and at Harvard
Medical School. Packed with adventure and
adversity—including a few terrifying brushes with
death—Becoming Dr. Q is a testament to persistence,
hard work, the power of hope and imagination, and
the pursuit of excellence. It’s also a story about the
importance of family, of mentors, and of giving people
a chance.

Our Journey to the Hebrides
Alfredo y su papá deben cruzar la frontera en un viaje
difícil de México a los Estados Unidos. ¿Encontrarán el
nuevo hogar que están buscando en el otro lado?
Basándose en hechos reales, esta historia cobra vida
gracias a la ilustradora Mexicana Claudia Navarro, y
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está repleta de notas al final del texto para iniciar
conversaciones sobre inmigración.

Globalization and War
David Macaulay, co-creator of the international
bestseller The Way Things Work, brings his signature
curiosity and detailing to the story of the steamship in
this meticulously researched and stunningly
illustrated book. Prior to the 1800s, ships crossing the
Atlantic Ocean relied on the wind in their sails to
make their journeys. But invention of steam power
ushered in a new era of transportation that would
change ocean travel forever: the steamship. Awardwinning author-illustrator David Macaulay guides
readers through the fascinating history that
culminated in the building of the most advanced—and
last—of these steamships: the SS United States. This
book artfully explores the design and construction of
the ship and the life of its designer and engineer,
William Francis Gibbs. Framed around the author's
own experience steaming across the Atlantic on the
very same SS United States, Crossing on Time is a
tour de force of the art of explanation and a touching
and surprising childhood story. A 2020 NCTE Orbis
Pictus Recommended Book 2020 Bank Street College
of Education Best Children's Books of the Year List

My Journey Round the World
For the growing audience of adoptive families,
Chronicle Books is proud to offer a baby book
thatsuits the wide array of experiences and choices
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that bring a family and their new child together. This
lovely keepsake album contains sections to record all
the joyful milestones and cherished family moments
that mark a new baby's life, pages to chart the
adopted child's unique journey, as well as a sturdy
pocket in which to store important documents and
memorabilia. Inside the pocket are over 60 stickers
you can use to customize the family tree pages. As
the pages of the journal fill with memories, My Family,
My Journey will stand as a lasting testament of love
for the entire family.

Breadcrumbs on My Journey: Celebrating
Life in the City of Brotherly Love
"Gloria Ladson-Billings provides a perceptive and
interestingaccount of what is needed to prepare
novice teachers to besuccessful with all students in
our multicultural society. Thisbook is must reading for
all those entering the profession ofteaching today and
for those who prepare them for this importantwork."
--Ken Zeichner, associate dean and professor of
curriculum andinstruction, School of Education,
University ofWisconsin-Madison "The multiple voices
in Gloria Ladson-Billings's book arecompelling,
provocative, and insightful-they provide a
powerful'insider' perspective on what it really means
to learn to teach allchildren well." --Marilyn CochranSmith, professor of education and editor, Journalof
Teacher Education, Boston College, School of
Education "Ladson-Billings, one of the stellar
researchers and mostpassionate advocates for social
justice, has written yet anothermasterpiece. By
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weaving the novice teachers' voices, her
personalteaching journey, and language rich in
compelling research andinspiring metaphors, LadsonBillings has documented how newteachers transform
schools and teach poor children of color." --Jacquline
Jordan Irvine, Candler Professor of Urban
Education,Emory University, Division of Educational
Studies "Masterful teacher and teacher-educator
Gloria Ladson-Billings hasgiven us--in highly readable
form--a brilliant vision of whatteacher education
might become. In Crossing Over to Canaan we get
aglimpse of how a carefully constructed teacher
education programfocused on teaching for social
justice can produce excellentteaching, even by
young, middle-class teachers-in-training, indiverse
educational settings." --Lisa D. Delpit, Benjamin E.
Mays Professor of EducationalLeadership, Georgia
State University The author of the best-selling book
The Dreamkeepers shows howteachers can succeed
in diverse classrooms. Educating teachers towork well
in multicultural classrooms has become an allimportanteducational priority in today's schools. In
Crossing Over toCanaan, Gloria Ladson-Billings details
the real-life stories ofeight novice teachers
participating in an innovative teachereducation
program called Teach for Diversity. She details
theirstruggles and triumphs as they confront
challenges in the classroomand respond with
innovative strategies that turn cultural strengthsinto
academic assets. Through their experiences, LadsonBillingsillustrates how good teachers can meet the
challenges of teachingstudents from highly diverse
backgrounds--and find a way to "crossover to
Canaan." She offers a model of teaching that focuses
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onacademic achievement, cultural competence, and
socio-politicalconsciousness. Drawing from her own
experiences as a young African-Americanteacher
working in Philadelphia, she successfully weaves
togethernarrative, observation, and scholarship to
create an inspirationaland practical book that will help
teachers everywhere as they workto transcend labels
and categories to support excellence among
allstudents.

La frontera
Examining the interconnections between globalization
and war, Barkawi (Centre of International Studies, U.
of Cambridge, UK) first analyzes how war
interconnects and reshapes places and how
developments in the nature and utility of military
force shape transregional and worldwide contexts,
utilizing the relations among India, the British empire,
and the Indian Army is illustrative material. He then
examines cultural dimensions of war and globalization
such as "geographic imaginaries" of a modern and
advance West and a barbarous Orient. The themes
developed in these chapters are then applied to the
"War on Terror."

The Crossing
Jean Matocq left his home in the Pyrenees for Paris at
age sixteen. While studying the hotel business at the
Paris hotel School, he worked as a busboy, assistant
waiter, chef de rang, and sommelier. Jean came to the
United States and made his way to San Francisco in
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1958. He joined the staff at the legendary San
Francisco restaurant Trader Vic's, where for twelve
years he worked as a captain and maître d'. Striking
out on his own, Jean Matocq owned restaurants and
motels in Washington State, at

Becoming Dr. Q
'ONE OF THE FIRST POLITICAL CLASSICS OF THE 21st
CENTURY'- Observer 'EXTRAORDINARILY POWERFUL,
POIGNANT AND AFFECTING. I WAS GREATLY MOVED'
Michael Palin FOREWORD BY CHRISTINA LAMB
Journalist Samar Yazbek was forced into exile by
Assad's regime. When the uprising in Syria turned to
bloodshed, she was determined to take action and
secretly returned several times. The Crossing is her
rare, powerful and courageous testament to what she
found inside the borders of her homeland. From the
first peaceful protests for democracy to the arrival of
ISIS, she bears witness to those struggling to survive,
to the humanity that can flower amidst annihilation,
and why so many are now desperate to flee.

The Crossing
A revised and updated edition of Philip Marsden's
classic travel book, published to coincide with the
centenary of the Armenian massacres. After centuries
of prominence as a world power, Armenia has
withstood every attempt during the 20th century to
destroy it. With a name redolent both of dim antiquity
and of a modern world and its tensions, the
Armenians founded a civilization and underwent a
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diaspora that brought many of the great ideas of the
East to Western Europe. The Crossing Place is Philip
Marsden's gripping account of his remarkable journey
through the Middle East, Eastern Europe and the
Caucasus in a quest to discover the secret of one of
the world's most extraordinary peoples. Caught
between opposing empires, between warring religions
and ideologies -- at the crossing place of history -- the
Armenians have somehow survived against the odds.
This is their story -- told by one of the finest travel
writers at work today.

From a Great Escape to a New
Awakening: My Journey Through Cancer
"We had no vehicle. We didn't know how or if we
could continue heading south. I was in a vast,
seemingly endless desert. I didn't know when or if
we'd make it to the other side. I didn't even know
where the other side was. It wasn't in Algeria. I knew
that much. Was it in Niger? Where does the Sahara
actually end?" We live in a culture, Donahue writes,
which loves "climbing mountains." We want to see the
peak, map out a route, and follow it to the top.
Sometimes this approach works, but not always,
particularly when we are enduring a personal crisisdivorce, job loss, addiction, illness, or death. We may
not know exactly where we are going, how to get
there, or even how we'll know we've arrived. And it's
not just in times of crisis. There are many deserts in
our lives, situations with no clear paths or boundaries.
Finding a job is usually a mountain, but changing
careers can be a desert. Having a baby is a mountain,
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especially for the mom. But raising a child is a desert.
Battling cancer is a mountain. Living with a chronic
illness is a desert. In the desert, we need to follow
different rules than we follow when conquering a
mountain. We need to be more intuitive, more
patient, more spontaneous. Donahue outlines six
"rules of desert travel" that will help us discover our
direction by wandering, find our own personal oases,
and cross our self-imposed borders. "The sun appears
like a silent explosion, a slow motion fireworks display
dazzling the volcanic crags of the Hoggar. I stand up
and walk to the path and begin descending to Klaus'
car. I've made my decision. Tallis and I will travel,
somehow, to Agadez. I don't have a logical
explanation for my decision or a plan to get to the last
oasis. I know I am on the right journey-I am following
my compass." Shifting Sands shows us how to slow
down, reflect, and embrace the changes of life
graciously, naturally, and courageously.

The Crossing Place
From Zero to $1,000,000
Stay and die, or run and survive. Twins Virginia and
Tommy Matthews have been on their own since they
were orphaned at the age of five, surviving a
merciless foster care system by relying on each other.
Twelve years later, the world begins to collapse
around them as a deadly contagion steadily wipes out
entire populations and a devastating world war rages
on. When Tommy is drafted for the war, the twins are
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faced with a choice: accept their fate of almost
certain death, or dodge the draft. Virginia and Tommy
flee into the dark night. Armed with only a pistol and
their fierce will to survive, the twins set forth in
search of a new beginning. Encountering a colorful
cast of characters along the way, Tommy and Virginia
must navigate the dangers and wonders of this
changed world as they try to outrun the demons of
their past. With deft imagination and breathless
prose, The Crossing is a riveting tale of loyalty,
sacrifice and the burdens we carry with us into the
darkness of the unknown.

The Crossing
An exemplary travelogue of danger and achievement
by the Frenchwoman Madame Alexandra David–Neel
of her 1923 expedition to Tibet, the fifth in her series
of Asian travels, and her personal recounting of her
journey to Lhasa, Tibet's forbidden city. In order to
penetrate Tibet and reach Lhasa, she used her
fluency of Tibetan dialects and culture, disguised
herself as a beggar with yak hair extensions and
inked skin and tackled some of the roughest terrain
and climate in the World. With the help of her young
companion, Yongden, she willingly suffered the
primitive travel conditions, frequent outbreaks of
disease, the ever–present danger of border control
and the military to reach her goal. The determination
and sheer physical fortitude it took for this woman,
delicately reared in Paris and Brussels, is inspiration
for men and women alike. David–Neel is famous for
being the first Western woman to have been received
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by any Dalai Lama and as a passionate scholar and
explorer of Asia, hers is one of the most remarkable of
all travellersߴales.

Crossing on Time
"With honesty, humor, and grace Heather Alaine spins
her tale of dating in the modern age in READY. A
memoir for any woman who has been on the roller
coaster of First Dates, this is an immensely readable
story of love, forgiveness, and redemption. And it's
funny as hell. This is a book to turn to for a laugh and
a cry as well as a reminder to be brave enough to try
again." ~ Katherine Field Rothschild, Author of Hope
and Other Feathered Things

Crossing Over to Canaan
\ Tending the Temple Product Description Best-selling
Catholic author and speaker Kevin Vost ("Fit for
Eternal Life and Memorize the Faith") takes the daily
devotional to the next level: the fitness level!
Together with popular author and fitness devotee
Shane Kapler ("The God Who Is Love") and fitness
expert and best-selling author Peggy Bowes ("The
Rosary Workout"), Vost explores the ways in which a
daily devotional can feed both the soul and the body.
"Tending the Temple" is written with a daily spiritual
meditation upon the life of a saint whose influence
then becomes the foundation for a unique exercise for
that day. The winning team of Vost, Kapler, and
Bowes has created a truly distinctive way to begin
each day in a faith-filled way and is sure to become a
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favorite for every person anxious to live out his or her
faith both spiritually and physically. The glossary and
health terms included as references are invaluable,
and show the determination of Vost, Kapler, and
Bowes to help the reader combine health of body with
health of spirit. As they so passionately-and with wit
and candor-remind the reader: It is never too late to
care for your body the way God intended! "Tending
the Temple "is a great place to see how body and
spirit can work together for the ultimate in fulfillment:
living as God planned-whole and holy. Product Review
"Since all human beings are a union of body and
spirit, care of the physical and spiritual have tandem
importance. "Tending the Temple "is a surprisingly
practical and engaging resource for those who have
as their goal the edification of the entire person. It
presents an excellent opportunity to use any day of
the calendar year as an opportunity to start fresh on a
plan for truth-centered self improvement. Readers will
be pleasantly surprised at how sensible a healthful
spiritual and physical routine can fit into the context
of the Church's liturgical cycle." Matt Swaim,
Producer, The Son Rise Morning Show on EWTN,
author of The Eucharist and the Rosary and Prayer in
the Digital Age

My Journey to Light
Following All the Pretty Horses in Cormac McCarthy's
Border Trilogy is a novel whose force of language is
matched only by its breadth of experience and depth
of thought. In the bootheel of New Mexico hard on the
frontier, Billy and Boyd Parham are just boys in the
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years before the Second World War, but on the cusp
of unimaginable events. First comes a trespassing
Indian and the dream of wolves running wild amongst
the cattle lately brought onto the plain by settlers -this when all the wisdom of trappers has disappeared
along with the trappers themselves. And so Billy sets
forth at the age of sixteen on an unwitting journey
into the souls of boys and animals and men. Having
trapped a she-wolf he would restore to the mountains
of Mexico, he is long gone and returns to find
everything he left behind transformed utterly in his
absence. Except his kid brother, Boyd, with whom he
strikes out yet again to reclaim what is theirs thus
crossing into "that antique gaze from whence there
could be no way back forever." An essential novel by
any measure, The Crossing is luminous and appalling,
a book that touches, stops, and starts the heart and
mind at once. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Design of My Journey
This remarkable story tells of a boy born to dairy
farming parents in Central Queensland, Australia at
the outbreak of WWII, who left school at 16 and rose
to lead the retail operations at Australia’s leading
bank, Westpac and then retired back to his bush
roots. It paints a picture of a very different era of
Australia. John’s early life on an isolated farm with no
electricity and very few creature comforts shows how
radically Australian lifestyles have changed in only
two generations. It pays witness to the transition in
banking from a time when a handshake was a
contract to the globalisation of the industry in the
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1990’s, exploring the dramatic changes in practices,
technology and culture that overtook this once
revered industry. And it tells of the joys of family life
and the challenges encountered as a consequence of
promotions and of transfers across eastern Australia
and the world. It details how the family dealt with and
drew lessons from a series of deep tragedies. John
returned to the bush in his later years using his
managerial skills for agriculture and social service. In
1987, he acquired a small cattle farm at Yarramalong
near Sydney and on retirement established a 100
acres vineyard at Mudgee, NSW that was soon
producing award winning wine grapes. John himself
was awarded the Medal of the Order of Australia for
his voluntary work with various not-for-profit
organisations including as Chair of the Royal Blind
Society – later to become Vision Australia. This is a
journey of family and service in an Australia evolving
from rural sufficiency into a globalised world. It is an
insight into country life that is unrecognisable to the
smart phone generation; also a chronicle of a now
vanished time in Australian banking.

Fall and Rise
According to Richard Krassen, "I owe my life to the
city of Philadelphia." Breadcrumbs on My Journey is
set in the City of Brotherly Love, the life-long anchor
of his universe. In this revealing memoir, he reflects
on his love for music, basketball, and family, sharing
novel insights on what it means to be a son, husband,
father, grandfather, and teammate. Beyond his sharp
and often humorous memories, septuagenarian
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Krassen offers original poetry, aphorisms, and a story
about his alter ego as a life insurance salesman.
Although this entire endeavor took many years, the
results are well worth it, and readers are sure to enjoy
and be inspired by this proud Philadelphian.Krassen
has actually produced two memoirs, a candid account
of his personal journey, and an unflinching guide to
Philadelphia and how it's been over the last three
quarters of a century. If you start reading, you won't
stop. At least I didn't.--Mike Jensen, 30-year
sportswriter, Philadelphia InquirerRich Krassen's
Lincoln team and my Overbrook squad played each
other at The Palestra in the 1958 Philadelphia public
high school league semi-final game. We are fraternity
brothers in basketball, stickball, and doo wop. I love
his memoir, both serious and humorous, as it
recaptures the good old days. --Wali Jones, former
NBA player, director of Shoot for the StarsWith fastpaced, light-hearted vignettes, Krassen presents a
delicious Catcher in the Rye for members of the "Lost
Generation," (b. 1930-1946), a generation that's been
maligned, if not ignored by history. Krassen's often
hilariously detailed and self-deprecating memoir
reminds readers that perseverance prevails and the
1950s weren't so "bland" after all.--Thomas J. Carey,
author, Witness to Roswell, and Inside the Real Area
51A portion of the proceeds from the sale of this book
will be donated to the Make a Wish Foundation.

My Journey from the Pyrenees to
California
An exhilarating conversion story of a devout Baptist
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who relates how he overcame his hostility to the
Catholic Church by a combination of serious Bible
study and vast research of the writings of the early
Church Fathers. In addition to a moving account of
their conversion that caused Ray and his wife to
"cross the Tiber" to Rome, he offers an in-depth
treatment of Baptism and the Eucharist in Scripture
and the ancient Church. Thoroughly documented with
hundreds of footnotes, this contains perhaps the most
complete compilation of biblical and patristic
quotations and commentary available on Baptism and
the Eucharist, as well as a detailed analysis of Sola
Scriptura and Tradition.

Shifting Sands
I wrote this book to inspire, empower and uplift my
fellow sista's. Continuing to evolve as a culture; we
too need support. From one sista to the next, I pray
these words give you the strength and courage to
supersede any obstacles or situation you may be
going through. Empowering you to move forward in
life; never settling for anything less than you deserve.
Built for strength; we are the backbone of our culture.
Illustrating our effortless way to nurture and support
our family and community. Sharing our wisdom;
understanding the endless possibilities life have to
offer. Our powerful way to overcome adversities. a
constant reminder of how amazing, magnificent and
divine we are.

Our Journey to Japan
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Ilhan Omar's career is a collection of historic firsts:
she is the first refugee, the first Somali-American and
one of the first two Muslim women to serve in the
United States Congress. Against a xenophobic and
divisive administration, she has risen to global fame
as a powerful voice in the Democratic Party's new
progressive chorus of congresswomen of colour.'This
Is What America Looks Like' is a tale of the
aspirations, disappointments, successes and surprises
in the life of an immigrant and Muslim in the US
today. This is Omar's story told on her own terms:
from a childhood in Mogadishu and four long years at
a Kenyan refugee camp, to her arrival in
America--penniless and speaking only Somali--and her
triumphant election to the US House of
Representatives.In the face of merciless slander and
constant attacks from opponents in both parties,
Omar continues to speak up for her beliefs.
Courageous, hopeful and defiant, her memoir is
marked by her irrepressible spirit, even in the darkest
of times.

My Journey
The Crossing forms second part of Cormac McCarthy's
critically acclaimed Border Trilogy, that began with All
the Pretty Horses and concludes with The Cities of the
Plain. Set on the south-western ranches in the years
before the Second World War, Cormac McCarthy's The
Crossing follows the fortunes of sixteen-year-old Billy
Parham and his younger brother Boyd. Fascinated by
an elusive wolf that has been marauding his family's
property, Billy captures the animal - but rather than
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kill it, sets out impulsively for the mountains of
Mexico to return it to where it came from. When Billy
comes back to his own home he finds himself and his
world irrevocably changed. His loss of innocence has
come at a price, and once again the border beckons
with its desolate beauty and cruel promise.

Recollections from My Journey Through
Life
The Crossing
Crossing Racial Boundaries
My Journey to Light is a 200 Page Chronology of your
Masonic Journey. Record important dates that you
received degrees Record Appointments. Record Dates
Served in various Bodies, or Committees. Record
stories that need to be remembered. Most
Importantly, Preserve the History of your Lodge and
Personal Journey for generations to come. $2.00 from
the sale of this book will go to Masonic Widows and
Orphans. This Book Covers Blue Lodge, York Rite
Bodies and Scottish Rite Northern Masonic
Jurisdiction. Space is also included for appendant
bodies as you go through your journey.

Ready
The book recounts my struggles and suffering under
colonial oppression in Southern Africa (Rhodesia). It
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exposes a vicious cycle of racial hatred perpetrated
against black people by white supremacists on my
homeland and abroad. I was discriminated and
deprived of individual rights because of the color of
my skin. In education, I was segregated and
confronted with conflicting irreconcilable cultural and
social values from the West. I was denied equal
justice and access to education with restricted
freedoms to choose where to live, assemble, or who
to marry and associate with. Through a series of
unfortunate political events and circumstances, I took
up arms and fought for freedom in my homeland. I
was imprisoned and persecuted for sedition and was
accused of political treason without due process.
During this period, I found sanctuary in my American
and Canadian teachers, who catapulted me to study
science at American universities in California. Even
then, I continued to suffer the horrors of racism
implicitly imbedded in white America. Remarkably, I
would also find love and support across racial lines,
and I was blessed with two beautiful biracial children
born in America. With the passage of time, I came to
terms with my difficult past and began to heal from
the indelible wounds of racism. With renewed hope
for freedom in America, I harnessed the healing power
of love and forgiveness across racial barriers. Sadly,
my dreams were unpredictably shattered by the
death of my twenty-seven-year-old daughter in an
auto accident, leading me to question the meaning
and purpose of life on this cosmic journey of
existence.

Encounters with the Supernatural
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Every person has a story to tell. This is the story of a
Bangladeshi who was born one cold December
morning in the village of Lostimanika in East Pakistan
and went on to traverse the world during the next
sixty plus years. It is a story of growing up in the
peaceful Hindu-Muslim community of Narayanganj, of
a Muslim boy being educated in Catholic schools, and
of leaving home to study in the West when he was
merely seventeen. That started a fifty-year journey
from his homeland to his present home in Canada.
Through it all, he lived and worked in six continents
and experienced the beauty and diversity as well as
the complexities and hardships faced by peoples
worldwide. This book is a personal story, a collection
of snippets from his eventful journey through life. The
author shares many delightful anecdotes, the scary
moments that spelt danger, and his occasional brush
with death. It is also a story of visits to many
historical, cultural, and religious sites, and of learning
about man’s contribution to humanity. The author has
worked with many governments, civil society
organizations, academics, the military, and the media
under challenging circumstances and often in
hazardous environments. It is in the end a story of
surmounting all obstacles and of having lived a full
and happy life.

MY JOURNEY: FROM THE BUSH TO
BANKER AND BACK
This book is a story about my life and how the
supernatural gift to "See" helped sustained and
strengthened me through the many hardships and
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poverty in my life's struggles.

Crossing the Borders of Time
A Crossing
My Journey Round the World Via Ceylon,
New Zealand, Australia, Torres Straits,
China, Japan, and the United States
Told from the point of view of Jean Baptiste
Charbonneau, the baby on Sacagawea’s back, this
breathtaking picture book reveals the adventure and
natural wonders that Lewis and Clark encountered on
their Western expedition in the early 1800s. Donna Jo
Napoli’s lyrical text and Jim Madsen’s majestic
artwork offer a fresh perspective on the remarkable
sights and sounds of a young country, and give voice
to a character readers are already familiar with: baby
Charbonneau is shown on the golden Sacagawea
dollar.

My Journey Through African Heritage
With a grateful heart Shirley returned to an active life
after her recovery from breast cancer. Her collection
of stories and poetry represent two years of journaling
and spiritual growth. A rhythm of life is found in her
writing where courage, faith, and joy abound. Beyond
her cancer reflections, she shares memories of her
childhood and married life in Iowa and her recent
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move to Montana. She takes you from the prairies to
sheep pastures to mountaintop experiences. Her love
for biking, hiking, skiing, and scuba diving give you
energy to explore your path. As an artist, Shirley
paints pictures in her writing that help you relate to
the wonder of Gods creation. Throughout, you will be
lifted by the experiences that she shares of her life,
family, friends, and God. She hopes this story of
survival and joy will encourage and strengthen her
readers. The poems and stories are short and easy to
read. Shirley, her husband Bob and their cat Bunny
now live in the beautiful state of Montana.

This Is What America Looks Like
An award-winning former New York Times
investigative reporter recounts his Jewish mother and
grandparents' harrowing escape from Germany, his
mother's 50-year separation from a Catholic
Frenchman she passionately loved and the author's
efforts years later to reunite them.

The Crossing
Antonio West: was an American boy who grew up in a
low to middle class working family in south Florida
during the early 70's. He was just another skinny kid
who did not fair well in school, dealing with a learning
disability which made him the odd one out. Constantly
told that he was not smart enough, just because he
viewed the world differently then his peers (but
somehow graduated with an Electrical Engineering
degree). He watched as his parents went through
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personal and financial hardship, and was raised in a
dysfunctional family. With less than $10 in the bank
when he graduated from college, Antonio West went
from Zero to $1,000,000 dollars of net worth in
fourteen years. Antonio's journey took him from Ohio
to Florida all the way across the country to California
(from East to West coast), with a stint in Texas along
the way. He had many jobs and professions including
the owner of a computer company; but his heart was
beating for one thing which seemed impossible to do,
that was to become an artist and musician for a living.
For everyone in our world loves the arts, but very few
of us can live off the money made doing so. But
Antonio found a way to remove the money from his
pursuit of music, by setting a goal to become a
millionaire and retire from the professional world by
age 38. This is a story of life death and the human
desire to persevere, not about some get rich quick
scheme or sudden new found fortune. Through hard
work focus and dedication to succeed, by believing in
yourself and setting goals. You too can put yourself in
a position to control your future and achieve your
dreams, by way of applying a few simple rules to gain
control of your life.

My Journey to Jerusalem
This is an autobiography of a cancer survivor, a
veteran network news journalist. For 38 years since
1971, the author, as Asia video editor for ABC News,
chased news stories round the clock, often without
sleep. With early retirement in sight, the sudden
diagnosis of cancer one day radically changed his
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lifestyle overnight. By an unusual coincidence, his
links to golf were also linked to his discovery of
cancer. Here’s a man who led an incredible life even
before he overcame his battle with cancer. It took
more than the conventional means of treatment. His
treatment and road to recovery is a revelation. Today,
as a cancer survivor and a retiree who now enjoys a
healthier and more fulfilling life, the author tells a
compelling story of how he entered into the darkest
tunnel and emerged, a more vigilant and
environmentally aware individual. Eddy Li shares his
painful experience, what he has learned about an
increasingly hazardous environment and how you can
protect yourself from its toxicity.

Tending the Temple
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